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0. Summary
Asplan Viak has been awarded the task of presenting a study on how to transform
a brownfield site currently housing the national arenas for Tennis and Gymnastic
in Oslo. These large halls occupy the space in an inefficient way as well as holding
fairly poor architectural qualities. A local kindergarten is also on site. At the same
time, the municipal landlord, EBY, wishes to develop the site as the area has
grown attractive to investors and is undergoing huge transformations. However,
the sport associations hold leasing contracts running until 2054. Therefore,
should the site be developed, one should investigate how to include the existing
programs whilst adding new functions.
The project is a study on how to co-use and how to arrange the sport facilities in a
more logical and urban way, giving space for other functions to revitalise the plot.
And not least synergies that may occur. The project has designed two coherent
designs that test density and quality in different ways, using a similar program
throughout the site. By adding new functions, mostly housing, the project uses
the added programs as a financial incentive to fund the reestablishment of the
sports halls. Further, the project showcases innovative programming on how to
design and facilitate for better co-use and alternative housing programs. These
are more efficient designs compared to traditional urban planning, and follow
the principles of a sharing and circular economy. The program is designed for
diversity and follow the needs of a broad spectre of user groups. The design
becomes a merge between landscaping and architecture, where the landscape act
as a connector to glue the many programs and functions together. The architecture
consists of many different zones and typologies, where some produce landform
buildings to bridge level differences. The scheme becomes a mini community
that support the needs of the users on site, but also for the context and visitors
that will benefit from the site, both presently and in the future.

Oslo 16.05.2018
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“Children are kind of indicators species. If we can build a successful city for children, we
will have a successful city for all people”

Enrique Penalosa, urban developer and former
mayor of Bogata.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

T H E TA S K

- T H E TA SK

The client called for a project that would test the possibility of developing

- HOVI NBYEN

a specific site at the urban fringe of Oslo. The site, approximately 40

- " PL ANPRO GRAM MED VP OR FOR

acres large, is currently occupied by the national arenas for both tennis

H ASL E O G VALLE HOVIN"

2.

and gymnastic, plus a local kindergarten. The sport facilities and their
infrastructure are both owned by their individual sport associations
and clubs, whereas the municipality holds the plot. However, both
clubs hold land-leasing contracts that can ensure their existence on the
site until 2054. At the same time, the municipality wishes to develop
the site, as it lays central in a larger transformational area undergoing

3.

huge developments.
The brief therefore wants to test whether one could re-establish the
sport facilities in a more logical way, which would further facilitate,
both spatially and economically, the arrival of an array of new activities

4.

on the site. As part of the Urbact project across several European
nations, the task called for testing new ways on how to programme the
urban fringe, as well as researching the extensive possibilities for couse and spatial optimisation via strategical programming of different
functions on site. In this feasibility study, some functions are absolute,
specifically Tennis, Gymnastic, Kindergarten, Housing and a Mini-

5.

recycling Station. Other functions could include a library, community
centre, workshops, commercial spaces, cafés, common facilities and
designs for many different unorganized sports and activities. Density is
proposed at 350%, with 4-6 stories above the sport halls as a suggested
height. The kindergarten should have access to the park, and one

6.

should seek to establish many new connection across the site. Ground
floors should be public or active facades, especially those facing
Teglverksdammen. The project should also strengthen the proposed
“Green Ring” along Dronning Margrethes vei and Hovinbekken.

7.

The task required two sets of proposal, both of which should
investigate many different types of housing and innovative mixing of
functions and co-use. One should generate economical figures that test
feasibility behind the scheme, and discuss structural solution from an
engineerical point of view. The project must also consider the many
changes that are happening with Hovinbyen and "Planprogram med

8.

VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" (in english: Planning program with
guiding plan for public spaces) in order to secure a fit proposal with the
best of interests.
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Access from the metro stop and turnng circle for the school.

Dronning Margrethes vei with the blue tennis hall in the back.

Turning circle infront of the tennis hall reception and metro line at the back.

Parking lot connected for users of the sports halls, looking north

Hovinbekken, the blue tennis hall and Teglverket kindergarten in the front.

Surrounding area, metro and car road.

Hovinparken looking down to tegleverksdammen

The new gymnastic hall and pathway to Valle Hovin in winter.

Hovinbekken water basin.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

HOVINBYEN

- T H E TA SK

Hovinbyen is the largest area undergoing transformation in Oslo,

sub-area, including "Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle

- HOVI NBYEN

and is part of a strategical plan named ”Kommuneplan 2015: Oslo

Hovin". Within this specific project the document has been the guiding

"PL ANPRO GRAM MED VP OR FOR

mot 2030” (”Municipal plan 2015: Oslo towards 2030"). This plan

document from the municipal standpoint. The Hasle area is one of the

focuses on Hovinbyen as a central role in the urban development due

most central and important areas within the Hovinbyen masterplan.

H ASL E O G VALLE HOVIN"

2.

to its strategical location and potential for optimisation. In 2016, the
municipality released “Strategical plan for Hovinbyen”, a plan that sets
the parameters on how the develop the built environment over the
coming decades. The project envisions a development of key areas
over a 50-year timespan. The area is situated North-East of Oslo city

3.

centre, but hold a relatively short distance to downtown Oslo in relation
to other key urban areas in the realm today. The area is furthermore
well connected, especially considering public transport, which makes
it an attractive area for densification. Hovinbyen is a collaborative
effort across many public institutions, private investors and landlords,

4.

community spokesmen, as well as Oslo municipality.
Today, the area is occupied by a large array of programs and functions.
Oslo has seen a rapid growth in recent history. Whereas the area was
viewed as de-central years ago, the area is now being envisioned as
potential continuation of Oslo`s urban core. However, historical

5.

stigma has allowed the area to be developed over time to a region with
certain negative qualities. The area is well connected to the national
highway and rail infrastructure, especially considered from a logistical
point of view. This has over time led to a massive weight of industrial,
production-based and logistical activity, important aspects in a modern

6.

urban economy. But the infrastructure feels alien from a human
perspective as it appears non-inviting and act like barriers. Common
for many of the sub-areas of Hovinbyen is how certain functions are
critically space-demanding, whilst they serve or circulate relatively few
people on a day to day basis. Like many other Capitals, the area has

7.

become the “Big-Box” node of Oslo.
At the same time, the area also house many residents and have a strong
local community. However, with the step rise in Oslo`s housing market,
the area has become of increased interest among investors following
the strategic public planning to revitalize and re-programme area.

8.

Currently, the plans for Hovinbyen seeks out to house between 27- 40
000 new dwellings, in addition to 50 – 100 000 new working places.
The project envisions a contemporary, climate smart city that house
an array of activities and seamlessly integrates the many sub-areas
together, and further to the remaining city. Pedestrian, biking and
public transport should be the preferred means of transport and one
aim to promote other forms of green mobility.
Hovinbyen consists of many unique sub-areas with different qualities.
Nevertheless, common for them all is that they house potential for
densification or revitalisation. In order to secure existing qualities
whilst facilitating for future development, the municipality has
developed several guiding documents and plans for each individual
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"PLANPROGRAM MED VPOR FOR HASLE OG
VA L L E H O V I N "
The plot sits strategically placed within the Hasle context. With only
a few meters walk to both Hasle metro station and the Vallehovin
Park, it holds an attractive placement, which is further reflected in the
"Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" document. The
plan points to strategical routes that will undergo transformation, and
what type of activities and functions are ideal along the specific axis.
Many of these axis cross the plot, and therefore act as guidelines in the
project. The area today is home to different housing, industry, business,
retail, logistics and social infrastructure, including sport facilities,
among others. Much of the industry, particularly the auto industry, is
set to be transformed. The guiding document sets utilisation standards
for each of the individual plots that are strategic for development. This
varies from 200-700%, where most adjacent plots range under 300%.
In the specific case of the sports hall plot, H4, the "Planprogram med
VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" suggest 200-320%. This is due to the
fact that one imagine the sport halls partly submerged to form a new
landscape on which to redevelop and add housing and other functions
on site.
The "Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" suggests two
volumetric studies of the area. This project has also developed two
variants on how to reimagine and transform the site. Although the
structure and heights deviates in certain parts from the "Planprogram
med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin", the project has tried to follow
the many guidelines set by the municipality in the "Planprogram
med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin". When this report is written,
"Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" is still on public
hearing and may be subject to change, but the project have presumed
that the majority of work and guidelines suggested in the "Planprogram
med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" will remain unchanged.

S T R AT E G I C A L P L A N F O R H O V I N B Y E N

G U I D I N G D I A G R A M S F R O M T H E " P L A N P R O G R A M M E D V P O R F O R H A S L E O G VA L L E H O V I N "
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“Cities are proximety, density and closeness.”

Edward Glaeser, 2012
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1.

METHOD
The analysis method has worked by focusing on the context in various
scales. During the work on the "Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og
Valle Hovin", the municipality made an extensive analysis and mapping

2.

A N A LY S I S
- ME T HOD
- MAPPI NG, X L, L, M, S

3.

of the area. The project have relied on lessons and knowledge gained
from the "Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" to create
a simplified version and focus on strategic elements that becomes
relevant to the specific site. This have been split down to four different

- DE V E LOP MENT AREAS

scales, XL, L, M & S. All focus on mapping the built environment,

- AC TOR A NALYSIS

landscaping qualities, infrastructure, nodes and important institutions.

- R E C OMMENDATIONS

The local institutions have also undergone an actor analysis that
mapped programs and functions in the near vicinity, which later
helped to determine a suitable program for the design proposals.

4.

MAPPING SCALE: EXTRA LARGE
The XL mapping was aimed to portray the plot and area in context to
the urban realm of Oslo. Located 3 km from downtown Oslo and Oslo

5.

central station, the placement is conceived as ideal. With only 4 metro
stops and a 8 minute ride, the Hasle area possess great potential to be
integrated in the urban core of Oslo. However, today this is not the
case. Riding west we find Majorstuen at more or less the exact same
distance to downtown Oslo. Majorstuen on the other hand is perceived

6.

as a natural part of the city centre, has a vibrant shopping life, offices,
housing, a rich culinary establishment and nightlife to mention some
programs, but also with higher housing prices.
To understand this consequence we must remember that cities are
often not rational creations, but organic organisms. When we study

7.

the densities, typologies and other characteristics, we can easily
determine what areas “belong” to a city centre just by mapping the
structure. When analysing the area of Hovinbyen, we see a less dense
urban structure, but at the same time larger volumes. This indicates
the establishment of industry, warehouses, logistical functions, offices

8.

and a wide range of working places, but few residents. This supports
the municipalities plan to better integrate the area in Oslo`s urban core
by changing the structure and providing more housing. Even when we
compare the amount of parks and green fields close to the plot, we see
a huge array of possibilities just within a 2 km range of the plot. By
analysing the white spaces between the built environment in Oslo`s
central and western areas, we see a similar structures, proving that a
similar green structure exist and has the potential to be better integrated
with a new and optimised realm of Hovinbyen. By overlaying the areas
of transformation, we begin to imagine how the future Hovinbyen
can mirror a denser structure that would facilitate a more rational
distribution of the inner urban core and fringe.
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Trasformation areas

Hovinbyen

Metro

Parks &
green areas
Water

Buildings

Site

N
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1.
The site is centrally located north-east of the Oslo city centre. It is, however, not experienced as central
as the location indicates. Looking at comparable target points like Majorstuen, it contains the same
distance from the Oslo city centre but they are perceived more urban. This is not necessarily the case.

2.

A N A LY S I S
- ME T HOD
- MAPPI NG, X L, L, M, S
- DE V E LOP MENT AREAS
- AC TOR A NALYSIS

3.

- R E C OMMENDATIONS

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Areal inside
Ringroad 3
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Areal inside
Ringroad 2

Areal inside
Ringroad 1/
City centre

Hovinbyen

Hasle

Site

MAPPING SCALE: LARGE
By zooming in to the closer context, we see how the area is closely

The site is well connected. Local, regional and national roads all pass

located to Tøyen and Grunerløkka, both popular areas in the centre of

close by the site. Buss and Metro stops are close by, but freight lines,

Oslo. Several big parks lay a short walk or bike ride away, and the river

metro lines, and highways also help to create a network of barriers that

Hovinbekken runs directly north of the site. One can further see how

limit the ease of movement and circulation in the area.

the area becomes a centre piece in the network of transformational
areas, both in Hovinbyen and Hasle.

Study area
analysis

Water

Larger public
parks

Oslo city
Hovinbyen/
centre/
areas of
urban core transformation

Study area
analysis

Site
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1.

MAPPING SCALE: MEDIUM
The medium scale mapping focused on looking at areas within the
"Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" border, since
these areas are most subjected to transformation and development.

2.

A N A LY S I S
- ME T HOD
- MAPPI NG, X L, L, M, S

3.

Nevertheless, the project felt it was necessary to include parts of
Helsfyr as this area naturally connects to Hasle, and particularly to this
site, as they both border to Valle Hovin and the park. Helsfyr is also
part of Hovinbyen and is undergoing big changes. The mapping looks

- DE V E LOP MENT AREAS

to study the built environment with focus on structure, functions and

- AC TOR A NALYSIS

key points and important institutions in the area. Further, the analysis

- R E C OMMENDATIONS

mapped general mobility, both by looking at present and future routes
and axis, but also the infrastructure with focus on public transportation.
Lastly, as terrain and natural elements are important features for every
architectural project, the landscaping qualities and green areas were
mapped out, also in section.

4.

Kindergarten
School
Sport
Commercial
Residential
Industry

FUNCTIONS

The map shows the built structures and a rough
functional division in the surrounding area of the
site. On the north side of the site there are mainly
transformation areas with existing industry,
business and warehouses, while on the south side
most residential areas are established.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Green
Water/opened stream
Historical stream

Green
Water
School
Sport
Commercial

LANDMARKS

BLUE-GREEN STRUCTURE

The map shows key institutions that surround the
site. Økern center is located in the north, Hasle
square in the west and Hovinparken in the south.

The two ponds, Hovindammen and
Teglverksdammen, are located near the site. The
stream called ‘Hovinbekken’ runs through the
plot. The green area, Hovinparken, is the hallmark
of the local community.
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Bus
Metro
Tram (future)
Freight train

Water
Section

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

TOPOGRAPHY

The area is well connected to public transport.
Hasle Metro is adjacent to the site and Økern
Metro is located within the area boundary. The
bus network is relatively close by and future tram
routes are proposed.

The topography shows a big difference in height
from the centre of the site to the top in the south.
It differs in approx. 20 meters. In the east-west
direction, Dronning Margretes vei has a marked
height difference of around 3 meters.

Barrier
Main movement
Walk/cycle path
Street network

Main connection
Important axis
Green axis/ “green ring”
Regional axis

AXIS AND BARRIERS

FUTURE AXIS AND BARRIERS

The main circulation is around the site, while
an axis from Hasle square to Økern square is a
relevant connection that has the possibility to be
strengthened. Dronning Margretes vei, Ring 2 and
the metro are significant barriers.

The site lies between present and potential future
axes. A planned urban street and “green ring” will
both pass the site.
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1.

MAPPING SCALE: SMALL
This scale aimed to look at the site specific qualities and challenges
given by its state and context. The mapping was meant to aid in giving
strategic design advice on physical elements and form guidelines on

2.

A N A LY S I S
- ME T HOD

how to better solve many of the problems the surrounding context
give from a developers and social standpoint. By better understanding
these characteristics, one can implement better solutions.

- MAPPI NG, X L, L, M, S
- DE V E LOP MENT AREAS
- AC TOR A NALYSIS

3.

- R E C OMMENDATIONS

4.

N
LANDSCAPE
The site is quite flat with a slight slope towards the South-West. The
terrain increases in other directions, creating a pit.

5.
6.

Site
Green
Metro
Water
Street

7.
8.
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MOVEMENT

BLUE & GREEN

SUN

The site has several access points. Pedestrian movement circulate
from all corners of the site, especially along the natural corridors
and from the metro. Access for cars are from the north-west side
of the site. Bikes has limited accessibility due to rough surface and
step terrain. The route along Teglverksdammen and path through
Hovinparken are popular recreational walks.

The only vegetation on the site is around Teglverksdammen. The
river was opened in 2015 and the northern part is used as stormwater
management and resilient. Hovinparken dominates the south-west
part of the site surroundings.

The site orientation allows for attractive after noon and evening sun
to enter from the South-West, as this is the least resticted visual line.
However, the terrain increases towards the South side, which will affect
buildings near this place.

SECTIONS

BARRIERS

Cross section and longitudinal section shows the main features of
the landscape. Illustration obtained from “Site analysis for Hasle and
Valle Hovin”.

The site has several access point eventhough the metro and Dronning
Margrethes vei limit movement. These are tight infrastructural
networks, and does not create a smooth flow to the site.

SPACES
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1: This is the higher part of the site defined by roads and buildings.
2: The geographical centerpoint of the planning area .
3: This part of the site consisting of a lot of movement, a road leading
to Tegelverket Skole, Hovinbekken and the neighbouring metro line.
4: The most attractive piece of the site with good sun conditions, near
the Hasle metro station and Teglverksdammen.

1.

DEVELOPMENT AREAS
The project studied proposed new buildings schemes in the nearby
neighbourhood to determine what typical characteristics, density,
architectural language, heights and functions are imagined in the

2.

A N A LY S I S
- ME T HOD
- MAPPI NG, X L, L, M, S

3.

close vicinity. This could further aid in imagining how a future built
environment at Hasle may look like and interpret the target groups
for the many new buildings. By understanding what programs the
different developers wish to implement, one can balance the programs

- DE V E LOP MENT AREAS

differently to create a variety of functions where each plot support the

- AC TOR A NALYSIS

other rather than competing. By doing this one can create a stronger

- R E C OMMENDATIONS

sense of community since the plots and their specific programs

1. Økernveien
Residential and
commercial

2. Økern S
Residential and
commercial

3.Haslevollen
Residential and
commercial

becomes part of an integrated network.

4.

4.Hasle Metro
Hotel, Residential
and commercial

5.
6.

5.Hasle School

7.
6. Økern torg
Commercial,
cutrure og sport

8.
Transformation area in the municipality plan

Regulated areas/ongoing transformation

Ungoing proposed initiatives/regulations

7. Ulven
Residential and commercial
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A C T O R A N A LY S I S
In addition to the site analysis, an analysis of the actors in the area was
made. The municipality had already involved many of the actors in
earlyer prosesses of "Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin".
We took startingpoint in there overveiw of actors and added more.

2

This analysis contributes to discover central actors that are close to
the site and which potentially could contribute to future development.
They should be considered regarding the program on the site. The
municipality has held previous workshops and interaction studies with
local key players and the community, information that the project

1

arranged to determined their potential influence and interest for the
prospective built project. In addition, the project undertook interviews
with several different key players to get a one to one standpoint. The
chosen actors were divided into three groups, after being estimated
up against the following criteria: large relevance, medium relevance,
and little relevance. When determining the relevance, the project
weighted different criteria’s equally to each actor, securing an objective

3

evaluation of the key topics. These topics involved:

5

1: Interest and needs beyond their property
2: Potential for future cooperation and development
3: Direct connection with the plot
4: Economic interests in the area
5: Own motivation to influence
In addition, the actors were divided into thematic groups of: commercial
activity, owners and developers, social and cultural functions. Lastly,

4

their distance to the site was mapped.
By undertaking this exercise one get an overview of the many functions
and activities the area house, as well as what is missing. It gives an
indications on which powerful institutions exist, and those who are
less influential. The actor analysis is largely relevant when discussing
program and functions. Additionally, it is also relevant when discussing
urban strategy and architectural expression, since the activities the
built environment is supposed to house sets many premises for the
design and characteristics. By better understanding the actor`s scale
and needs one can define an architectural program and test whether
it fits within the physical envelope and constraints of the site. Only
by controlling and understanding all aspects and their inseparable
relation to one another, we can create a suitable and successful design.
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1.

A C T O R A N A LY S I S
The size of the circles is related to their relevance regarding the
criteria’s explained on previous page, and the distance to the center
shows how close they are geographically to the site in Hasle. Their

2.

A N A LY S I S
- ME T HOD
- MAPPI NG, X L, L, M, S

3.

physical location in the diagram determines the category they are
placed under.
Important actors in the area include the athletics clubs, the rehabilitation

- DE V E LOP MENT AREAS

industry like Gamle Oslo Tre og Tekstil, Real-estate Developers and

- AC TOR A NALYSIS

the local schools and kindergarten to mention some.

- R E C OMMENDATIONS

From the study we can see there is a general lack of cultural offers,
meeting places, community functions and housing areas for other
target groups then families and upper middle class. There is also little
activities for local youths. The diagrams show many athletic clubs and

4.

sport facilities, but many of these have a week connection to the local
community, often due to financial restraints.

5.
6.
7.
8.
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A C T O R A N A LY S I S
As a key feature of the project is how to better utilize the facilities, also
regarding co-use, the project mapped the different peak-hours of both
the tennis and gymnastic halls over the course of 24 hours. This was
done in both weekends and weekdays. For each period, the different
users were also mapped to see if any synergies with other groups
could arise once the site was given a more extensive programme. The
diagrams also mapped when the facilities has available capacity and
when it is not used at all.
For the tennis halls, seasonal fluctuations were mapped as the club
possess other outdoor courts elsewhere in Oslo during the summer
season, hence creating flexible capacity during this period.
From the study we can see there some available capasity in the different
spaces.

Professional
activity

Professional
activity

Professional
activity

Mixed
activity
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Professional
activity

Hobby based
activity

Mixed
activity

No
capacity

Available
capacity

1.
2.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S F O R P H Y S I C A L S T R U C T U R E

A N A LY S I S
- ME T HOD
- MAPPI NG, X L, L, M, S

3.
4.

The analysis shows that the site needs to be better connected to the

and it`s planned route appears as a forced deviation. The map therefore

larger context, also programmatically. The program should include

suggested to look at these two as different green axis that intersect

different types of people and create connections between functions.

rather than merge through the site. Thereby, they can be further

The functions should be programmed strategically depending on

strengthened and enhance their separate qualities, whilst appearing as

location and its potential to activate the urban floor. The recommended

clear and continuous networks with an obvious orientation and easy

map showcases the hotspots of outdoor activity and where interior

route for the users to follow. With this, the project can create several

functions should reflect and support this. It is important to spread

strong green axis rather than just one.

- DE V E LOP MENT AREAS

these hotspots on both sides of the road, and avoid the concentration

- AC TOR A NALYSIS

around one square.

In doing this, we study how to create better connection across barriers
and levels. The map points to four different strategies at four individual

- R E C OMMENDATIONS

The buildings heights should vary across the site. The heights on the

key points. The first strategy aim to establish a crossing over the metro

southern parts towards the park should be lower to allow for sunlight at

line, the second to gradually decent the level differences by using the

the lower ground floor and for housing further back. Buildings further

architecture as landform buildings, the third is how to use the base to

back along the metro should be lower towards the lake, and higher

connect both sides across the main road, and lastly, how a continuous

towards Dronning Margrethes vei. The part closest to the bridge is the

route that bridge top and bottom levels should be established along the

place where we recommend a tall-rise building, as it would shade and

main axis leading to Økern.

disturb less in this location than in others. Buildings across the road
should mainly house medium heights, but can allow for certain taller
parts at the plot.

5.

By having a variety of different structures and typologies we can better
facilitate for new connections. The program should seek to establish
new connections within the site, whilst connecting these to important
axis from outside the plot. The connections must strengthen existing
and planned axis. These connections should run in several directions

6.

and create a new network. By studying the orientation of the lake and
the new suggested route to Økern, we see that by creating a central axis
we can establish a continuous visible connection without deviations.
This further opens the possibility to better activate the ground floor, as
open facades along the ground can be multiplied. By splitting the earlier

7.

suggested base, it becomes easier to program due to its shrunk depth,
more entrances and better light conditions, hence adding flexibility.
This axis should be wide and spacious, and have the possibility bring
in water as a central element.
With the ideas of bringing in the Oslo nature, creating an active green

8.

axis in the middle, creating an active urban floor along Dronning
Margrethes vei and bridging the levels from the park and lower levels
of the site, we feel that the suggested route for the “Green Ring”
should be reconsidered. We believe a more direct and clear route, with
arguably greener qualities, should be studied. This does however not
mean that the focus should eliminate the need to further strengthen
Hovinbekken, which the project should work for. Nonetheless, the
blue-green axis along the river is part of a long route stretching far
south of the site and upwards towards Økern, where new openings of
the river is planned. The green ring is however another green route,
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S M A P F O R P H Y S I C A L S T R U C T U R E

Connection above metro

Architecture to bridge levels

Leveld connections across Dronning
Margretes vei

Connections from lower end to
Dronning Margretes vei

N

“What attracts people the most, it would appear, is other people”

William Whyte, American urban life expert
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3.
COMMUNITY
I N V O LV E M E N T
WORKSHOP I
WORKSHOP II
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1.

WORKSHOP I

2.
3.

As part of the project the team held a workshop inviting the project

The findings included many extrovert programs that ensure a high level

group and other relevant actors. The project group from the client’s

of activity. Unorganized and low key offers should place a central role,

side consisted of planning authorities (PBE), main client and municipal

with a wide array of public functions. The workshop found many new

landlord (EBY), the tennis and gymnastic clubs, the local districts office

models of alternative housing schemes and what typical characteristics

(Bydelen) and Oslo`s agency for Environment and Infrastructure

the various complexes should have. This include planning for students,

(Bymiljøetaten). The design team invited professional developers in

seniors, families, social housing for low income groups, commercial

Hoegh Eiendom to share their local knowledge as a key developer in

housing, collective housing, plus a wide array of support functions as

the area, whilst sociologist and specialist on sport facilities prof. Jan

shared facilities throughout the buildings and site. A key conclusion

Ove Tangen shared his thoughts on the project.

was creating connections between inside and outside, and that the
relation between the two should not exclude, but rather support and

COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT

The main objective was programming and how to arrange functions

bridge the different environments. Furthermore, the program should

to fit the design brief and site. Several exercises were undertaken, all of

secure activity of a broader time range throughout each day.

- WOR KSHOP I

which shared new light on potential possibilities. The information and

- WOR KSHOP II

workshop became relevant for the later phases of programming.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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WORKSHOP II
In the second workshop/midway meeting, the team had prepared 4

lowering the densities and if some proposals were economically

design proposals and a physical model on which to discuss the different

realistic regarding the brief, and that shifting the river to this axis may

alternatives. Again, the project group was represented with all involved

be unrealistic. The meeting concluded that the work with the proposed

parties. The lessons and discussions were also registered and utilised in

new axis should continue, but seek alternatives in the design. The idea

the further development.

is good, but one must further study the consequences and control
density and cost. One should also facilitate better for the present axis

The discussion was largely related to whether the proposed new axis

running along Hovinbekken today.

was too far off from guidelines in the "Planprogram med VPOR for
Hasle og Valle Hovin". At the same time the brief calls for several new
connections across the site. The comments also related to the strategic
programming and if certain functions in the proposed programme
were given an appropriate location. Concerns were also raised about
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
“Revisiting the intersection of urbanism, territory and architecture in the context of the
unfolding history of landscape urbanism suggests productive new design strategies that
move beyond the specificity of landscape techniques to encompass architecture and
infrastructure.”
Stan Allen & Marc McQuade, Landform
Buildings:Architecture´s New Terrain (Baden,
Lars Mullers Publishers, 2011) p. 225.
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4.
PROCESS
M ET HOD P RO GR AM M I NG & F UNC TIONS
C ONC E P T UR BAN DE SIGN
VOLUM E TR IC SK E TC H I NG
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1.

METHOD PROGRAMMING

& FUNCTIONS

When programming a site, especially in this scale, it is important to

what the analysis and actor analysis found is necessary in the area, what

grasp that there is more than one definite solution. The list of potential

the program workshop listed and lastly what the community and local

programs can be almost endless, also including the many combinations

key players have listed as wishes for the area and site.

they may bring. One proposal with a complete different program, may

2.

prove equally as successful as a different combination of functions at

The sum of these functions becomes a huge pool of potential

the same site. A key is to get the programs to co-exist and support one

programs. Some combinations may seem ideal at first glance, but

another, whilst considering the programmatic and physical context.

with deeper research we may see conflicts of interest. Therefore the
project developed a methodology of screening the different programs

3.
4.

to determine suitability. The project checked the programs occupation

programs that must be included from the brief. These functions give

with time, it`s physical needs and possibility for optimisation, the

certain indications on which other programs that could potentially

possibility for co-use and interaction with other programs, and lastly

co-exist at the site. These other potential programs found their origin

how the programs could aid or diminish parameters from academic

from the brief in other functions that should be included at the site,

research and guidelines for good urban design.

PROCESS
- ME T HOD P RO GRAMMING
& F U NC TIONS

- C ONC E P T URBAN DESIGN

5.

When mapping relevant programs, the project looked firstly at the

Each letter represents a potential program to the site. The project have collected different wishes regarding functions for the
plot. These range from what the brief states which programs must be included, what should be included, analysis, workshop and
previous work undertaken during the Planprogram/VPOR. How we programme the site becomes a series of many possibilities, all
with different characteristics, but as functioning alternatives. The diagram bellow show the process on how the different functions
have arrised in the project by selecting them from various origins.

- VOLU METRIC SKETCHING

6.
7.
8.
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TIME

USER NEEDS

When analyzing the program`s occupation through time, we map

When mapping the user needs, we specifically study the needs in

when the core activity is taking place and when there is little or no

infrastructure and the built environment for the individual programs.

activity. Certain programs have activities running for an entire day,

Certain functions require large installations, others very small. When

others just for a few hours. The ideal scenario would be programs that

building large and expensive buildings or installations for one activity,

follow each other in a linear sequence, ensuring an efficient use of the

it is wishful that it either occupies the facility for a large amount of time,

built infrastructure. However to achieve this, one need to study the

or if not, that the facility is flexible to accommodate other programs.

programmatic user needs to conclude if the specific programs that

However, many programs have overlapping needs. By analyzing which

follow a specific timetable can co-exist, at least partially, under the

needs are specific to individual programs, are which that are common

same built infrastructure. Time therefore only becomes one of the key

with others, we can try to optimize its use. By determining the level

parameters in designing a successful program, but nonetheless a very

of overlapping needs, we can determine how much space, land or

important one.

money we can save in a more efficient design whilst still maintaining
all user needs. These savings can further be incorporated as additional
functions to the site, more of the suggested programs or economical
profit.

The colour boxes represents diffrent programs, and where the
overlap or hatch represents common needs. By figuring out how
many percent of individual use and common use the different
programs have, we can study the potential for saving space
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1.

VA L U E O F C O - U S E

Whereas the mapping of user needs related itself to the physical
needs, the project further mapped socials needs and levels of
potential interaction. A large array of functions and programs
have similar basic needs, but interactions may prove challenging
once we dig deeper. For example, the carpenter in the production
area and the kid in the kindergarten both need access to
bathrooms. But if the co-use and design of these common
facilities allows for the kid to maneuver through a hazardous
and dangerous workshop, it is not a good level of interaction.
Similarly, the kid and the business man in the co-working
facility both need a place to prepare and eat lunch. However,
the business man usually prefers a serious zone with potential
clients, whereas the kids enjoy a playful and safe atmosphere
to dine. Nonetheless, there are many potential programs where

2.
3.
4.

this interaction is preferable, it is more a question of strategic
placement. But understanding these social settings and contexts
becomes key in a programmatic phase.
Only by controlling the mathematical time aspect, the physical
built aspect and the social aspect of interaction we can design
appropriate solution where the level of co-use or co-existence
between the programs are high. High levels of co-use ensure
the possibility to reduce the urban footprint whilst still
maintaining needs and demands through qualitative designs. It
further stimulates for synergies and added social interactions
compared to traditional urban strategies, all whilst producing a
more responsible designs that reduce footprints and costs.

PROCESS
- ME T HOD P RO GRAMMING
& F U NC TIONS

- C ONC E P T URBAN DESIGN

5.

- VOLU METRIC SKETCHING

6.
7.
8.

Conceptual diagram showing different qualities compared with potential areal efficiency.
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S U S TA I N A B L E P L A N N I N G
Modern urban design and architecture can rely on several well

designs that in reality fail in the mathematical analysis and score. This

established rules and guidelines to aid in the making of designs, but

is also often largely related to poor programming.

also in programming. The visual esthetic, architectural form and
materiality often become key elements when critics judge functionality

The programing phase and design phase have therefore tried to fulfill

and designs, and rightly so, these are important elements in good

as many guidelines as possible. These include recommendations

designs. The problem can arise as the perception of these elements

from UN-Habitat, a Norwegian report "Uterom i tett by" and other

often become subjective as there is no absolute definition of esthetic

academic research. The project have sought to test whether certain

or universal acceptance of architectural form. However, one can also

programmatic solutions would strengthen or improve the score to land

break down the designs into statistical numbers and technical analysis.

a balanced proposal well within established guiding urban parameters.

A beautiful project is not synonym with great functionality. We see

A summary of some key parameters are listed below.

throughout how architects have been receiving awards for grand

Recommendations from UN-Habitat and "Uterom i tett by"
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1.

CONCEPT URBAN DESIGN

2.

The methodology of programming runs parallel to the design and

The design should facilitate for a diverse set of people and program.

form of the proposal. Form follows function, but the form, like the

The site and area today is characterized by mono-functional activity.

program, have many different solutions. Following the analysis and

A key element to revitalize the site is adding new programs, but also

brief specifications, the project came up with some key concepts the

allowing for a broader specter of groups to reside and visit the site. The

design should follow.

design should be including and feature architectural qualities that feels
welcoming rather than alienating.

As mentioned in the brief, the project supports the concept of
establishing several new connections across the site. The site is large
with poor accessibility today, hence creating new routes that links to

3.

the future network of axis and structure is key. The connections should
not only be focused on crossing the site, but dramatically improve
connectivity within the site.

4.

PROCESS
- ME T HOD P RO GRAMMING
& F U NC TIONS

- C ONC E P T URBAN DESIGN

5.

- VOLU METRIC SKETCHING

6.
7.
8.
CONNECTIONS
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DESIGNING FOR
DIVERSIFICATION

The programs and functions on the site must be strategic to context

The design should better integrate the Oslo Nature, Vallehovin Park

The site has many levels that hinder smooth passing between the areas.

and site. Furthermore, they must be strategic to support each other to

and natural features on the site. With the exception of the re-opening

At the same time, this may better hide large volumes under a fictive

create an optimal mix of suitable activities and destinations, much of

of the Hovinbekken river, the site has little or no public landscaping

landscape and bridge terrain differences. A key concept is to use the

which does not exist on the site or area as of today. The programming

qualities. The border towards the Vallehovin Park today more act as

architecture as landform buildings when accommodating the given

should support an idea of viewing the site as one integrated cluster

a barrier due to the rather steep terrain, and not as a connector. The

programs, whilst also connecting the sub-centers and terrain into one

across many buildings and zones, not subareas of the site.

landscaping should further support the concept of urban farming and

seamless landscape between the top, middle and lower levels.

local food production.

PROGRAMMING

BRING IN OSLO NATURE
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ARCHITECTURE TO BRIDGE LEVELS

1.

VOLUMETRIC SKETCHING
Following the concepts, the project started testing different designs

the roof of the library becomes gradually lower to form a landscape

and structure as early volumetric proposals.

that almost touches the public square. At the same time it maintains
enough height to bridge the metro line with a potential continuous

SKETCH I

2.

one level from Valle Hovin to Økernveien. A negative consequence is

3.
4.

bridge from directly above the library. In this way one could move in

The first design follows several of the recommended volumes and base

how few new connections across the site is established along the ground

structure of the "Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin".

level. The majority of ground based activity will only have access from

The proposal defines several large and open courtyard structures, with

the north, giving it very little sun. In addition, the base does not use the

classical semi-transparent block typologies on top of the sports hall.

full potential of hiding the sports halls in the terrain.

Density was designed around 200-320%, and the base does not dig into
the terrain. With the community center and library located towards
south-west and the lake, it promises for an attractive square. However,

PROCESS
- ME T HOD P RO GRAMMING
& F U NC TIONS

- C ONC E P T URBAN DESIGN

5.

- VOLU METRIC SKETCHING
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X

SKETCH II
The second proposal showcases a more or less identical density as in
alternative 1, but in a completely new structure. Here one establish a
new central axis that runs through the length of the site. At the lower
levels, this is also wide enough to accommodate the river should
the capacity wished to be increased. This axis promises better sun
conditions and fare more active facades on ground level. Another
feature is the separation of the gymnastic halls as a base North-East of
Dronning Margrethes vei, and the tennis South-West, both connected
together under Dronning Margrethes vei. By doing this one can first
build the new gym hall whilst still operating the old until completion.
Upon completion, one could demolish the old gymnastic halls to make
way for the new tennis halls. In this way both institutions could be reestablished on site whilst continuing daily operations. The tennis halls
are dug into the terrain to better create connections between to lower
and upper level.

X

X

NON EXISTING BUILDINGS
CULTURE STATION

X

MANUFACTURING & ENTREPRENEUR
KINDERGARDEN

X
HOUSING
TENNIS

N

GYMNASTIC
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X

1.

SKETCH III
Similar to alternative 2, this alternative proposes a new central axis
running through the middle of the lower end of the site. Here, both
tennis and gymnastic facilities are located together to create better couse. The eastern end of the axis becomes narrower, whilst the western

2.

opens up to create a large open square stretching inwards from the
water. A new kindergarten is established at the present location, but
above the community and youth center. The structure at this end is
fairly low-rise to maximize the square`s sun potential, whilst building
heights increase towards the eastern end of the site. The sports hall

3.
4.

base creates a good foundation to bridge the terrain differences, as
they are also dug far into the landscape.
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X

SKETCH IIII
The final proposal is a hybrid between proposal 2 and 3, however
here one has tried to preserve the kindergarten given it`s fairly recent
completion. The central axis is still visible and boosts the same width
along the full length of the corridor, but the kindergarten obscures the
view and lies very central in the opening towards the lake. The sport
facilities are located together for better interaction and form the base
for housing on top. The housing is oriented in a transparent structure
with free standing buildings facing all directions. Two longer strips of
mixed-use housing separates the plot from the metro rails, acting as a
sound barrier for the inner areas of the plot.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
“Throughout the decade of the 1990´s, architects looked increasingly to landscape
architecture – and later, to landscape urbanism- as models of productive synthesis of
formal continuity and programmatic flexibility”
Stan Allen & Marc McQuade, Landform
Buildings:Architecture´s New Terrain (Baden,
Lars Mullers Publishers, 2011) p. 22.
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5.
PROGRAM
APPROACH FINAL PROGRAMMING
M A P P I N G & S Y N E R G I E S M AT R I X
HOUSING CONCEPT
FINDINGS

CO-USE.

SYNERGIES
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1.

APPROACH FINAL PROGRAMMING

2.

From the initial work and analysis we found that the area needs low key

By shaking the program we create a dynamic and livelier area.

offers and social meeting places which can connect different actors;

Instead of separating many equal activities into monotone nodes,

existing and new dwellers, professional and low key sport actors.

mixed functionalities allows for flexibility, interactivity and efficiency

The project aims to transform the site from a monotone area into a

throughout the project. In certain cases, mixing opposites can result

multifunctional hub, with activity crossing all the hours of the day. The

in new synergies rather than searching for similar commonalities in

program must ensure activity for professional & commercial activity,

various programs.

public activity, private activity and activities across many different age

3.

groups. Even though a majority of the spaces should be open to the

Lastly, the programming wishes merge the architecture and landscaping

public, one cannot guarantee for the interest of every user group, or

into one unified built environment, also regarding program. By using

rather that some groups will use certain facilities and functions less

the landscape as a glue and connector, the program can transition

than others. It is therefore key to program a diverse set of programs.

effortlessly for inside to outside, securing a whole web of activities that
undermines the desire for a hub across the unique zones of the plan

Based on the methodology and screening of various potential
functions, the program is divided into four houses. The four houses
should be understood as an abstract size and a thematic section, but the

4.

collect many different programs that share common interest and hold
a high potential for co-existence. We have divided the programming
into “Housing”, “Sports house”, “Cultural station” and “Manufacturing
& entrepreneur”.

5.

PROGRAM

This division has helped identify which program should be in the

- APPROACH FINAL PRO GRAM MING

and local community functions are part of the Manufacturing &

- MAPPI NG & SYNERGIES MATRIX

entrepreneur category. It is a category that includes production and

- HOUSI NG CONCEPT

growth in an economic, social and environmental sense. Un-organized

- F I NDI NGS CO -USE

6.

- SY NE RG IES

area and where they should be located. Small-scale industry, business

activities and professional sports are located under the sports centre,
while various housing models are located in the residential buildings
under housing. Common features and activities both inside and
outside are implicated in the three houses.

7.
8.
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and site.

A PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPE AS A CONNECTOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR

Our approach sees nature and a productive landscape as a red line
through the area. The landscape should be edible and useful for the
people living there. Production of food, herbs and plants should
activate the inside and outside of the buildings and connect different
people, functions and needs.

New landscape- new connections

BBA Indoor swimming pool. Tredje Natur

Los Angles Museum of the Holocaust

Edible landscape

ØsterGro green roof terrace, Copenhagen

Hydroponics. lifeofplant.blogspot.no
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Landscape as a social and active arena

University of Odense Athletic Fields. Keingart
Architects

Outdoor gym area. Bjanegardens.com

1.

M A P P I N G & S Y N E R G I E S M AT R I X
In order to systematically study the chosen programs, the project
developed a matrix to map potential synergies. Following the
methodology, it includes time, user needs and describes suitability
towards co-use.

2.

The matrix shows the different actors on the site and in the area (row to
the right), and to what extend they may use all the different programs
listed and what needs they require relating to the specific programs.
The needs, indicated by the size of the dots, are divided into nice to

3.

have, must have and not relevant. Vertical lines define if the program

RESIDENTS ON SITE
Senior / Students / Single elderly /
Families / Couple

can function indoor, outdoor or both. Indoor is characterized by
straight/whole lines, indoor & outdoor is characterized by dashed lines
whilst outdoor alone is defined by dotted lines. The dots above the
programs determines if the program has a general interior, a specific
interior or if it has a potential for flexibility. For each program, time-

4.

use is mapped in grey with clock hours as a bar to the left. The longer
the grey hatch behind each program, the longer the typical activities of
each program run. The top bar above the different programs portray
which housing category they usually belong to.

5.

PROGRAM

The different actors are persons or institutions that exist on the today,

- APPROACH FINAL PRO GRAM MING

working there, training there or just visiting the site. Following the

- MAPPI NG & SYNERGIES MATRIX

concept of designing for diversification, they make up a broad range of

- HOUSI NG CONCEPT

users with highly different needs and credentials. However, although

- F I NDI NGS CO -USE.

6.

- SY NE RG IES

or will exist on the site in the future. It may be people living there,

ACTIVE PEOPLE ON SITE
Coaches / Athletes / Parents /
Unorganised sport performer

the differences may appear huge, the matrix helps in identifying
crossing interests, and thereby act as a tool to aid in the design for couse and create synergies.
The matrix was used to determine user groups and their relation to

7.

each other, and the relation to different functions. It further aids in
providing clues to which groups cannot interfere with each other,
and which time-aspects allows for interaction. Certain actors may be

VISITORS ON SITE

perfect for co-use, but can be occupied at non-matching hours. To

Children / Youth / Families /
Senior / Adults

summarize, the matrix can guide the programmatic phase by giving
an objective screening of all involved programs or functions, resulting

8.

interesting combinations for an innovate project.

BUISINESS & FUNCTIONS
Commercial / Supported employment
– businesses / Voluntary / Kindergarten
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HOUSE

Housing
Sportshouse
Culture station

In

Out

Commercial housing
Shared housing
Collective housing
Tennis hall
Gymnastics - Basishal
Gymnastics - Motorikksal
Climbing wall
Boccia

BUISINESS & FUNCTIONS

Supported employment – businesses
Voluntary

Kindergarten
CONTEXT

Students atTeglverket school
Wang ung

Students Valle school
Workplaces
Housing

User of Vallhall

User of Hasle torg

Frontline Muay Thai

Gamle Oslo tre og tekstil

Vålerenga football players

PROGRAM

Commercial

Specific
General use Potential in use

Parkour / sports / activities route
Basket & volleyball court
Skatepark
Play / activity room
Trampoline
Wardrobe
Library
Open flex room
Amateur scene
Production area for music
Youth club
Recycling station
Seed trade
Small cinema
Education
Dance
Daycenter
Hobbyroom
Publicher
Playground
Bikeparking
Sauna
Park
Brygg selv
Festmagasinet
Bakery
Health Center
Cheese factory
Industrial green production
Co-working space
Trademarked
Textile workshop
Movieproduction
Robot & 3D printer
Wood / metal workshop
Allotment garden & greenhouse
Carpoling
Restaurant / cafè
Shared kitchen
Shared room for events
Quietroom
Roof garden
Food bank
Bar / night club
Agro / food production
Laundry

Adults

Out/in

Must

Not relevant
Nice

PROGRAM

FLEXIBILITY

TIME 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 01 02 03 04 05

Manufacturing & entrepreneur

ACTOR

RESIDENTS ON SITE
Senior

Students

Single elderly
Families
Couple

ACTIVE PEOPLE ON SITE
Coaches
Athletes
Parents

Unorganised sport preformer
VISITORS ON SITE
Children
Youth

Families
Senior

1.

HOUSING CONCEPT
The housing category was split into three sub categories; commercial
housing, shared housing and collective housing.
Commercial housing are traditional flats, both big and small. They

2.

usually cater for all of the needs to each resident in one single unit,
hence they need little space for common facilities. Common areas are
usually either outdoor spaces, either roof top terraces or courtyards, as
well as circulation space. Given their private luxury or freedom to be
independent of sharing, they sell for higher prices in the market, but

3.

are also less efficient.
Shared housing is in many ways similar to commercial housing. They
host larger part of the living units as private, but share rooms or
functions that are often less in use. These can include laundry rooms,
outdoor spaces, common kitchens & room for events and guestrooms.

4.

These types of units are often more efficient, slightly less private, but
cheaper to buy.
Collective housing is a more hardcore sharing experience compared to
shared housing. In these units, usually only bedroom and bathrooms

5.

PROGRAM

being private, together with some living rooms for certain larger units.

- APPROACH FINAL PRO GRAM MING

off course less private. They do however become the most affordable

- MAPPI NG & SYNERGIES MATRIX

option, opening the possibility of investing and owning your own

- HOUSI NG CONCEPT

residents for those who are excluded or do note enjoy the commercial

- F I NDI NGS CO -USE.

6.

- SY NE RG IES

These flats generate a high level of interaction and co-use, but are

housing market.
By balancing the different types of housing one can generate different
living modes for a large group of people. The different housing
schemes can further be reflected in different architectural designs and

7.

solutions, making for a diverse urban proposal.

8.
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Robot & 3D printer

Wood / metal workshop

Allotment garden & greenhouse

Carpoling

FINDINGS CO-USE.

Restaurant / cafè

Shared kitchen

of co use does not just apply to the different residential

space is for potential other users. The space efficiency range from 1 to

Quietroom

schemes. When returning to the different concept houses of the “Sport

10, where 1 is efficient and 10 is space demanding. Their flexibility is

Roof garden

House”, “The Cultural Station”, “Housing” and “Manufacturing &

determined between -1 and -10, where -1 is not flexible, and 10 is very

entrepreneurs” they all have aspects of co-use and co-existence with

flexible. If a program is space demanding, it would be preferable if it is

other diverse programs. Below are a series of diagrams that showcase

flexible to compensate.

Shared room for eventsModes

Food bank

Bar / night club

Agro / food production

Laundry

typical programs of each “House”. Each house has been given a
timetable to map the different programs and actors with their usage

The sum of the two concludes the score of the chart. The preferred

and activity throughout the day. These same programs have been

range is between +3,5 to -3,5. If the score moves outside of this zone, it

evaluated on how space-efficient they are and how flexible the needed

can still be considered an okey program, but preferably if the program

06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 01 02 03 04 05

HOUSING

SPORTSHOUSE

has activity running for a long period during the day. The chart also
The
matrixorshows
reveals for
the each
different
actors
maps which programs are
private
individual
house,
and
(row on the top) on the site and in the context,
those who are suitable for co-use.
and in which extend they have the need for the
Nice
Must
Not relevant
different element in the program. The needs
are divided into nice to have, must have and
In
Out
Out/in
not relevant. Horizontal lines define if the
program can function indoors, outdoors or both.
General use Potential in use
Specific
The dots to the left defines if the program has a
general interior, specific or if it has a potential
for flexibility. In each program, time-use are
mapped in grey.

CULTURE HOUSE

rea-use and flexibility of
each house mapped; the
how average score, were
one is between +3,5 and
e diagram takes out 10
programs (A-J) and
e possibility for co-use on
m.
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MANUFACTURING & ENTREPRENEUR

1.

SYNERGIES

2.

The program matrix shows overlapping needs and desires for different

structure be well designed and facilitate encounters, but only the social

actors. Designing for shared use can contribute to extended knowledge

interaction can complete the envisioned scenario, leaving it beyond the

exhange, innovation and interesting synergies can happen. This is

total control of planners and architects. Therefore, the scenarios only

illustrated in the scenario’s below. The figures are a break from the

becomes qualified speculations, but aim to portray some of the goals

mathematical approach when researching synergies, but showcase

behind the extensive work of finding a successful mix of programs and

examples of desired effects the strategic programming can have. They

functions.

become situations that can arise should the planned architecture and

3.
4.
5.

PROGRAM
- APPROACH FINAL PRO GRAM MING
- MAPPI NG & SYNERGIES MATRIX
- HOUSI NG CONCEPT

6.

- F I NDI NGS CO -USE.
- SY NE RGIES

7.
8.

The wardrobe is open to both professional athletes, hobby based activity, unorganised activity and
the community. That provides the framework for an open atmosphere - and not least the possibility
for people working/using/living in the area to meet and exchange knowledge.
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The day centre is a non-commercial place where people of different ages can meet and hang out. It
is located on the first floor, central in the area so it becomes a part of the urban space/life. Elderly
usually spent a long time here in the morning and will enjoy that it is an easy place for parents and
kids to drop in.

The workshop area is open for businesses who design objects and to volunteers who want to learn
a new skill. Volunteers are active in the afternoon and evening, as businesses are active during the
daytime.
If the workshop has an open profile and used by several actors, the workshop can be a social
platform where people exchange benefits.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
“The layering of functional levels such as vegetation, pedestrian and automobile
circulation, water flow, and built and projected structures reveals the material
components and ecological processes along with the strategies for, and evolution of,
increasingly resilient landscapes”
Alissa North, Operative Landscapes, Building
Communities Through Public Space (Basel,
Birkenhauser, 2013) p. 6.
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6.
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DES C RIPTION
ILLUSTRATION PLAN
LANDS C APE
DIAGRAM S
FLOORS
FUNC TIONS
AREAL US E & EC ONOM Y
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1.

A LT E R N A T I V E A - D E S C R I P T I O N
In this proposal, the tennis courts are stacked on top of each other in four
levels to produce a tennis tower. This creates a less complex structure
since the weight of the sports halls is lower than that of a landscape and
housing. Apart from the ground floor with two courts, three courts are

2.

sharing each level. The top level has the possibility to facilitate outdoor
playing during the summer season for two of the courts. The loads are
transferred more directly throughout the construction, hence creating
a more feasible design. The gymnastic halls are still located as a base,
partly dug into the ground. The gymnastic hall`s construction only

3.

hold the weight of the landscape situated above. Common-facilities for
both flats and the athletics clubs find their way between the gymnastic
halls so that their construction can direct the loads adjacent to the
gymnastic hall`s construction and not via. As no buildings are situated
on top of the halls, the space between them become greater. However,
this also means that the buildings grow taller, but at the same time give

4.

a greater potential to build higher.
The topologies are structured as open blocks East of Dronning
Margrethes vei, and south of the main axis. The buildings along
the metro lines north of the site work as freestanding buildings that

5.

gradually increase in height from quite low along the main square
towards the water, and high at the back. Between the buildings are small
connection routes. This makes for a more transparent layout, whilst
also protecting the main axis from disturbances caused by the rail and
traffic behind. This new axis allows for open facades along both sides,

6.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN

7.
B

dramatically helps to activate the ground floor on this otherwise quite
challenging site, and produces a network of several cross connections
and programs, inside and outside. Between the housing blocks

- LANDSCAP E

towards the park, the building`s base gradually escalate higher to form

- DIAGRAMS

a landscape that bridges the lower level and park. The ramp is made

- FLO ORS

according to accessibility requirements and is an activity route where

- FUNCTIONS

pedestrians and bikers circulate together. This further help to bridge

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN

8.

plus an additional line of active façade along the river behind. This

the gap caused by Dronning Margrethes vei, as the new ramp lead to
the elevated level above the gymnastic halls, which is in line with the

- LANDSCAP E

eastern part of the plot. This ensures for smooth passing between both

- DIAGRAMS

sides of the road. The lower axis also split to lead people under the

- FLO ORS

road along the water basins, but also via a new staircase along the tennis

- FUNCTIONS

halls up to Dronning Margrethes vei. The staircase was chosen over a

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN

ramp as the gradient would be very step and it would not be possible
to have the proposed open windows into the sport halls to create better
interaction.
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A - I L L U S T R AT I O N P L A N

N

1.

A - LANDSCAPE - OUTDOOR FUNCTIONS

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E
- DIAGRAMS

7.

- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

B

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

8.

- DIAGRAMS
- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN
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A - LANDSCAPE - GROUND

A - LANDSCAPE -BRIDGING

A -

LANDSCAPE -ROOF TOP

Programming the landscape in accordance to the general program has

This strategy continues in the semi-private courtyards a top of the

Lastly, the vegetated surfaces continue on the many rooftops. Here

been a key element if the landscape should function as a connector. At

buildings base an east of the main road. Here we find vegetated and

they can be separated into more private rooftop gardens for the

the same time the landscaping should be diverse to feed many users.

hard surfaces to retreat from the inside, and some more programmed

commercial housing, public viewing areas & gardens platforms, shared

The main axis has been programmed to respond to the active users

landscaping zones to entertain the residents, like smaller farming

outdoor spaces & allotment roof gardens, and lastly, collective outdoor

and reflect the internal programs of the ground floors. Unorganized

pockets. They are designed to reflect the different user groups according

spaces for the collective housing units. These can possess a variety of

sport pitches are located outside the professional sport halls and youth

to the relative housing situation, and thereby produces a diverse green

vegetated characteristics, depending on the various housing collectives.

centre, allotment gardens are in relation to industrial urban farming,

landscape across the site.

flexible hard surfaces are connected to the production areas and eatable
landscapes adjacent to restaurants & cafes, to mention some examples.
The division of these landscaping features is made from strategically
orienting the surface water treatment system between the functions.
Some are designed as basins to hold and clean the water, other as mere
channels.

N
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1.

A - DIAGRAMS
The

following

diagrams

are

a

A C T I V E FA C A D E S

simplification of the proposal. Here
we can see the many new connections
made possible, and which mode of

2.

mobility is prioritised along which
axis. The diagrams and proposal give
a clear priority to pedestrian, biking
and green mobility. The diagrams
showcase the extensive blue-green

3.

network, and which vegetated areas
classify as eatable landscape or urban
farming. We can also find the separated
semi-private and public areas, and
a general breakdown of important
functions in the public zones. The

4.

proposed structure of tennis and
gymnastic is seen in relation to the
remaining buildings, but also how they
are different in the two proposals. An

Active/Open Facades

indication of active facades and active

5.
6.

ground floor is also given.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

SPORTS HOUSE

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E
- DIAGRAMS

7.

- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

B

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

8.

- DIAGRAMS
- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN

Common Sport Facilities
Tennis
Gymnastic
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LANDSCAPE

CONNECTIONS

Food Production

Routes

Green

Green axis

Water/opened stream

MOBILITY

O U T D O O R S PAC E S

Seperated Bikeway

High priority public space

Road

Public space

Car access

Semi private space
N

Pedestrian/Bike
P-Entrance/ Turning
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1.

A- FLOORS
Building heights vary according to
the different area characteristics and
programme. The range between 4

2.

to 16 floors, with an average height
between 6-8 floors. The tennis and
gymnastic

halls

are

both

more

the 10 meters tall, hence making
it difficult to rise high with more

3.

efficient programs above this base.
An

axonometric

and

figurative

breakdown of the different functions
can be found on the next page.

4.
5.
6.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E
- DIAGRAMS

7.

- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

B

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

8.

- DIAGRAMS
- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN
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A- FUNCTIONS
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1.

A LT E R N A T I V E B - D E S C R I P T I O N
In this second proposal, all halls are dug into the ground and terrain
to work as a base for the housing and landscape above. In this way the
sport halls work as a great foundation to elevate the above housing
higher for better sun conditions. This is due to the steep terrain south

2.

of the site. To minimize heavy loads transferred via the construction
of the sport halls, the buildings are low rise and more compact.
This distributes the weight more evenly throughout the many pillar
contact points between each tennis court. The layout design aims to
provide an intimate neighbourhood, based on co-use and sharing in

3.

a mix of public and semi-private spaces. The proposal ensures a high
level of architectural quality, but is less flexible for higher densities if
redesigned. Since the sport halls act submerged under a fictitious, but
cleverly designed landscape, one can eliminate the need for a highrise sports tower, or very big visible halls. However, this solution is
also more economically challenging as these constructions are more

4.

expensive.
The built topology is similar along the metro line, and more or less
identical at the eastern end of the site across Dronning Margrethes vei.
These differences include a slightly different structure of buildings and

5.

openings, and further how the block rises higher in the north-eastern
corner. However, on top of the sports halls the typology sees a larger
change. The buildings and their courtyard a squeezed tighter due to
the lower heights. Thereby we can separate this zone into several miniblocks, creating the sense of a small community. A network of accessible

6.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

7.

residents from the different houses gather to mingle. This network
includes squares and smaller corners away from the centre of action.

- ILLUSTRATION P LAN

The courtyards between the buildings are designed as semiprivate

- LANDSCAP E

zones, more shielded from the general public. In this way the proposal

- DIAGRAMS

balances the needs for a safe and private environment, with the wish

- FLO ORS

for an interactive and inviting public network.

- FUNCTIONS

B

8.

- DESCRIP TION

corridors between the houses act as public zones and streets where

- DESCRIP TION

Because of this the proposal becomes more perceptible for the idea of

- ILLUSTRATION P LAN

different housing and mixing on top of the base. By creating this mini

- LANDSCAP E

community the, architecture further supports the concept of clustering

- DIAGRAMS

functions, each represented in a more tightly, but separated housing

- FLO ORS

schemes. Comparing to the previous proposal, the different user needs

- FUNCTIONS

can better be accommodated through the architectural designs, since

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN

the units are smaller and therefore can be built more specifically. The
proposal does however score slightly lower in density and available
square meters, but with a higher possibility of facilitating for different
groups and synergies.
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B - I L L U S T R AT I O N P L A N

N

1.

A - LANDSCAPE - OUTDOOR FUNCTIONS

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E
- DIAGRAMS

7.

- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

B

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

8.

- DIAGRAMS
- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN
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A - LANDSCAPE -BRIDGING

A - LANDSCAPE - ROOF TOPS

The main axis at the lower level has remained more or less unchanged

Since the typology above the base has radically changed into a more

The many rooftops also functions as gardens. With a more specified

in this proposal comparing to the previous design. The main idea with

intimate neighbourhood, the landscape follows this trend. The more

architecture towards co-use and alternative housing, the rooftop

designing a landscape that matches indoor functions remain intact as

public streets for gathering consists of both hard and vegetated

landscaping benefits from this. Even though the amount of private

the majority of active facades and programs exist at virtually at the

surfaces. The hard surfaces accommodate for fire trucks and car

rooftop gardens, shared outdoor space, allotment roof-gardens and

same location. However, the new ramp from the lower axis towards

deliveries, but for the majority of time function as play areas for kids

collective rooftop terraces remain the same in both proposals, this

the upper level and park have been redesigned due to the new layering

or alternative public squares. The vegetated zones, similar in the more

alternative has the opportunity to better integrate the rooftop structure

of sports halls. This ramp flows more naturally along the new elevated

private courtyards, become a mix of eatable landscapes, urban farming,

with the building architecture as each unit is smaller. Thereby the

terrain, whilst accommodating accessibility requirements. In this way,

allotment gardens or just green chill-out zones.

rooftop gardens can be more specific and generic for the with user

A -

LANDSCAPE -GROUND

design in mind.

the route becomes more continuous and the incline feels less step
because of the fewer twists and turns.
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1.

B - DIAGRAMS
The

following

diagrams

are

a

A C T I V E FA C A D E S

simplification of the proposal. Equal
to the previous design, many new
connections is made possible. The

2.

main axis of versatile mobility remain
mostly intact or follow the same
principles. The extensive blue-green
network has been carried on, with
multiple patches of vegetated areas,

3.

eatable landscapes and zones for
urban farming. We can also find the
separated semi-private and public
areas, however in a different structure.
The proposed structure of tennis and
gymnastic is seen in relation to the

4.

buildings above and how the proposal
differs in defining the lower axis. An
indication of active facades and active

Active/Open Facades

ground floor is also given.

5.
6.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

SPORTS HOUSE

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E
- DIAGRAMS

7.

- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

B

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

8.

- DIAGRAMS
- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN

Common Sport Facilities
Tennis
Gymnastic
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LANDSCAPE

CONNECTIONS

Food Production

Routes

Green

Green axis

Water/opened stream

MOBILITY

O U T D O O R S PAC E S

Seperated Bikeway

High priority public space

Road

Public space

Car access

Semi private space
N

Pedestrian/Bike
P-Entrance/ Turning
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1.

B- FLOORS
Building heights vary according to
the

different

area

characteristics

and programme. Here they range

2.

between 2 to 16 floors, with an average
height between 5-7 floors. The partly
submerged

tennis

and

gymnastic

halls rise about 2 floors above the
natural terrain, hence other base

3.

structures follow the same heights.
An

axonometric

and

figurative

breakdown of the different functions
can be found on the next page.

4.
5.
6.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E
- DIAGRAMS

7.

- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

B

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

8.

- DIAGRAMS
- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN
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B- FUNCTIONS

71

1.

AREAL USE & ECONOMY
The square meter numbers for the individual proposals remain quite

The costs of re-establishing the tennis and gymnastic halls has been

similar, given the differences in typology. The "Planprogram med

estimated to 23.000 NOK pr m2 for 12-14.000 m2, gives a total of 280-

VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" suggests a gross utilisation (BRA) of

320 million NOK.

200-320% for the plots. The design brief for this project opens for

2.

350%. In these figures normal floor heights of 3-3.5 meters is calculated

A new kindergarten is estimated to 80 million NOK.

pr. level above original surface level, or average surface level of the

3.

footprint. Hence the sports halls, which are more than 10 meters tall,

Summarized, given that one must re-establish the present program

should be calculated as three levels. However, the usable floor area can

should the site be developed, one can expect an added cost of 800-900

only be calculated once, but such a figure would not entail anything

million kr. See the table below:

about building heights. Thereby the two calculations fulfil each other.
The gross utilisation has been found by multiplying a factor of 0.9 to

- Common areas:		

			

115 MNok

all available floor area pr. normal level. A breakdown of the individual

- Added costs special design elements:			

60 MNok

numbers for each alternative can be found bellow.

- Reestablishing tennis & gymnastic:		

280 - 320 MNok

- Reestablishing the kindergarten:			

80 MNok

Based on experience, the project has estimated that the establishment

4.

of common areas such as squares, green structure, infrastructure and

SUM:						

535 - 575 MNok

other essential element for a functional neighbourhood is around
1500-2000 kr pr. m2 of built housing. Through public or private

NB! The sport halls today are roughly 15 000 m2, slightly larger than

funding agreements one can therefore assume that an incentive for

the 12 000 m2 in alternative A, and 14 000 m2 in alternative B (proposed

around 70-110 million NOK can be added for 49 - 55 000 m of built

design). However, this is due to the two sport institutions sharing

housing. The construction of common outdoor facilities is estimated

common facilities, hence giving a reduction in area and making for

to 115 million NOK, given an uncertainty degree of 30%.

a more efficient design. Other more low key sport facilities such as

2

5.

dance studios, activity rooms, ping-pong and other flexible small scale
Average construction costs of the given programs are estimated

sports are located in the Sportshouse and the Culture Station buildings.

between 30-32 000 NOK pr. m , including VAT, but excluding margins

Therefore they do not show as sports facilities in the figure below, but

and an uncertainty degree of 30%. These estimates include the added

they are included in the overall design to provide an extended public

costs given the large spans, special constructions and parks on top of

offer regarding activity to the site.

2

6.

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E
- DIAGRAMS

7.

the halls. This adds up to an additional 500-1000 NOK pr. m2 including
VAT, a total of roughly 60 million NOK.
A LT E R N A T I V E A

A LT E R N A T I V E B

- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

B

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

8.

- DIAGRAMS
- FLO ORS
- FUNCTIONS

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
-S UMMARY & RECOMMENDED DES IGN

371% BTA

334% BRA
72

334% BTA

300% BRA

P L O T VA L U E

CONSTRUCTING FOR CO-USE

The market prize for the plot, given that there are no essential rising cost

There are several challenges when designing for many diverse

factors such as ground pollution, poor foundation, lacking technical

programs in one built complex. The construction must always be

infrastructure or other unforeseen elements, one can expect a selling

adapted to whatever function produces the highest levels of stress and

prize of 15 000 NOK pr m2 for commercial housing. For 49-55.000 m2

strain, regardless if this is just 5 % of the time. Sound insulation must

of housing, this equals to 735-825 million NOK. In addition comes the

always be adjusted to the most dominant sound source or program,

added value for other non-residential programs on the site. The value

even though this activity can remain extremely rare. Different fire

of these would be determined on how much one can expect in rent

regulations follow different activities. Escape paths, fire technical

from the various tenants. The project does not give a full schematic

constructions and safety zones are all

program, nor is it qualified to make judgments on the professional

minor changes from program to program, but can reality result in

leasing market of Oslo, especially in this area. Any estimates must be

huge differences in complexity and costs. By accepting solutions that

tested and proven before any number is relevant to discuss. The value

serve the majority of programs under an 80% fit for all regime, one

of these functions is therefore calculated as 0 for the remainder of the

can dramatically reduce costs. The problem becomes whether certain

study.

user groups can accept the use of infrastructure that is not 100% up to

aspects that may seem like

standards compared to a professional equal.
As a conclusion, it is therefore likely that the income from the sale of
the property will cover the extra costs of reestablishment of existing
programs.
The calculations must, however, be considered as a rough estimate
and gives only an indication of the cost picture and are not suitable
for decision making. Sale of the property might, however, make an
important effort factor for the realization of the project.
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1.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
We recommend that the construction system should be made up
from robust and elastic solutions that deliver the freedom of design to

2.

change the buildings characteristics without considerable added costs.
A system of columns and beams, with lightweight, modular facades
and division walls should make for a flexible interior and exterior
should the program be subject to change. The structure could use glue
laminated wood, compressed wood or steel for primary structures

3.

given there recyclable qualities. The spans for the sports halls, cultural
centre, production and commercial areas are very long. Therefore,
by allowing for an open interior horizontal structure that connects
to the vertical columns where the spans are longest, the higher floors
can support the weight of themselves, eliminating the needs for an

Construction principle 1

internal vertical structure to support other levels above. This allows for

4.

very flexible plans. However, the loads transferred into the ground by
these primary lower columns can reach very high levels, hence a geotechnical survey of the site must be conducted to decide suitability.
Increasing costs by building with the use of big spans will partially

5.
6.

be balanced with the benefits of using frame constructions instead of
using massive constructions:

A LT E R N A T I V E A & B
A

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

•

High material utilization provides good economy

•

Great freedom in the design by using big spans

•

Can easily be broken up into smaller devices

•

Low weight allows easy handling from factory to the building site
including lower transportation costs

•

Lower environmental impact, Co2 emissions, provides
sustainable solutions

- DIAGRAMS

7.
B

- FLO ORS

To achieve the best possible flexibility by use, sizing the construction

- FUNCTIONS

should be based on a worst-case scenario. We recommend that

- DESCRIP TION
- ILLUSTRATION P LAN
- LANDSCAP E

8.

construction solutions should be divided into two categories; one for
residential area and one for other areas. Residential areas set to 2 kN/
m² other is set to 5-7 kN/m².

- DIAGRAMS
- FLO ORS

In alternative B the base houses all the sports halls as semi-submerged

- FUNCTIONS

volumes in the ground, as well as carrying the weight of all housing and

- AREAL USE & ECONOM Y
- SUM MARY & RECOMMENDED DE S IGN

landscaping on top in this part of the plan. This will generate extreme
loads and must therefore be particularly studied when managing the
design.
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Construction principle 2

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

AREAL USE
The brief states a plot area of about 40 000 m2, of which the
"Planprogram med VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin" calculates 25 700
m2 as buildable land. The remaining area can be subtracted as local
roads and infrastructure, plus the green belt containing the river.
However, the brief allows the project to step out of the assigned area if
the sports halls can be hidden in the steep terrain south of the site, or
that the confiscated public area is replaced by an equal or larger area
in the plan. The existing forest path should further not be affected by
any alterations. In both proposals the design exceeds the original plot
border. It is increased to 47 300 m2 in alternative A and 47 750 m2 in
alternative B, hence confiscating 7300 m2 and 7 750 m2 respectively.
From this the private areas become 3 570 m2 in alternative A and
4 050 m2 in alternative B. The remaining confiscated area is designed
as public park.
At the same time, the central public axis accounts for 9 500 m2 in
alternative A and 10 000 m2 in alternative B. These areas are calculated
4 m from the building facades, as this area is registered as buildings
plots and buffer zones. Nevertheless, these 8 meters (4 + 4 m on each

therefore disregard the semi public areas between the buildings on top

By looking at the figures alone, alternative A may appear as the more

of the halls, eventhough some of these areas will appear public.

logical solution. The proposal generates a higher density whilst creating
a less complex and cheaper construction for the sports halls, henceforth

"Kommunedelplanen vedr. torg og møteplasser" states the wish to

making it more economically viable. The project would like mention

increase the Valle Hovin park by 5% of the BRA for each proposal on

that both proposals could be subject to further optimisation, and that

the site. This results in 5 280 m for alternative A and 4 760 m for

alternative B probably has the capacity to reach a similar density,

alternative B. When we add this to the confiscated private area of the

however then in a more detailed study. Nonetheless, the figures does

park in each proposal, we find the minimum size the central axis must

not take into consideration the architectural quality, attractiveness

2

be to fulfill the requirements. For alternative A this becomes 8 850 m

at ground floor, program interaction and user experience. These

and 8 810 m for alternative B. Here we see that both designs produce

elements can sometimes be hard to determine mathematically, but

a positive result as the designs are larger than the requirements. The

remain important features should a design become successful.

2

2

2

designs are 9 500 m and 10 000 m as stated earlier in this chapter.
2

2

This is without including the areas around Hovinbekken as they are

Considering this, the study has moved forward to illustrate alternative

already public today and the design has not changed these areas around

B. No doubt could alternative A prove an attractive scheme, however

the river and the water basins. However when we include these zones

the project believe alternative B is better suited for ensuring a lively

2

the public park area becomes 12 760 m in alternative A and 13 260 m

neighbourhood and facilitate the high levels of interaction, co-use,

in alternative B. Public roads, bike lanes and pedestrian sidewalks is not

mixed neighbourhoods, co-existence and outdoor qualities. Following

included in these figures.

the study of proposed schemes on neighbouring plots and in the area

2

of transformation, alternative A becomes more monotone with these

side of the axis) will be experienced as public even though they are not

structures and architecture. These typical semi-transparent block

calculated as such. Additionally, the road and street network on top of

typologies are usually taller and more efficient, but does however not so

the sport halls are not included in this calculation, eventhough they are

often create a good sense of local community. Therefore we choose to

mostly public. Furtehrmore, the calculations does not specifically state

illustrate a more unique design that focuses on smaller volumes closer

the exact amount of public green areas produced on top of the halls,

to the human scale. Yes, the costs are higher and density lower, but the

as doing so would entail a discussion of how large a percentage from

proposal puts outdoor and living quality one step further, and wishes

the semi-private green areas could be calculated as public areas. This is

to discuss a break from the many proposed schemes we see appearing

found to specific and detailed for a project at this level. The calculations

in Hovinbyen and Hasle, and their levels of incorporated eminence.

PLOT DIVISION 1

PLOT DEVISION 2

Buildable area
Public area
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Common infrastructure
Original plot size

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
"Landform buildings and stacking may be the starting point of re-thinking the
relationship between nature and technology, with links to a social urbanization and a
shifting public mindset”
Stan Allen & Marc McQuade, Landform
Buildings:Architecture´s New Terrain (Baden,
Lars Mullers Publishers, 2011) p. 61
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6.
FINAL PROPOSAL
GROUN D F LO OR P L AN
SE C TIONS
R E N DE R S
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1.

GROND FLOOR PLAN

2.
3.

The plan shows the complex programming of the ground floor,

for robots and 3D printing. The core is designed as common facilities

mainly towards the main axis, and how this relates to the suggested

and storage. The final building houses the micro-brewery with a small

landscaping. The plan shows the immense scale of the sport facilities,

pub. The back of the building becomes the garage entrance for the

even with optimized common facilities such as wardrobes, club room,

underground common parking facilities and car pool.

reception, gym etc. By housing all these functions that are not in need

At the north-eastern end of the site, across Droning Margrethes vei, we

of direct sunlight, we create a good foundation to programme other

find towards the road a large bakery with local production and dinning

more efficient programs, which are in need of daylight, on top of the

facilities. This public entrance is located towards a mini square to the

halls. However, as shown in the plan, parts of the tennis and gymnastic

south that holds good sun conditions and views towards the park. This

halls, plus the common entrance and reception, faces the main axis

supports the idea of spreading public functions in several areas of the

and has open facades to create interaction with by-passers.

site, and not centred around one public square. In the free standing
building opposite this small square, we find a commercial space

Starting from the western end facing the lake, we find the community

suitable for smaller shops or workshops. The inner ground floors of

centre, senior centre, library, youth centre, auditorium and kindergarten

the block consists of commercial flats, whilst the ground floor facing

entrance at the south side of the axis, whilst the north side houses other

hovinbekken and the active route is made as a local mini-supermarket.

public functions with cultural and culinary experiences. These functions

4.
5.

are arguably given the most attractive piece of the plot, mainly as they

The plan shows how the many functions can co-exist and plan for

are very extrovert functions and attract a larger public mass. Adjacent

diversity across many user groups. The business man in the co-

to the library, we find a local cheese producer with an outlet and cafe

working studio may eat lunch with the urban farmer. The digital

towards the front. The production happens in the inner parts of the

fabricator can aid the traditional wood carpenter in new production,

base, as it is not in need of daily sunlight, whilst the public features

while he learns the qualities of different materials. The seniors mix

orient themselves towards the main axis. Opposite on the northern

with kids and youths, whilst the baker can deliver fresh pastry to the

side of the axis, the food bank and industrial farming is housed. The

mini-supermarket next door. These synergies can only be possible if

core houses service and storage facilities for the outdoor allotment

the architectural infrastructure and strategic planning finds its right

gardens. At the back and along the western passage, we find co-working

place.

spaces and entrances for the above housing. Adjacent on the north side
we find the production cluster of a wood workshop, metal and bike

6.
7.

workshop, mini recycling station and digital fabrication workshops

FINAL PROPOSAL
PROGRAM GROUND FOOR

- GOU ND FLO OR PLAN
- SE C T IONS
- R E NDE R S

8.
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1. Restaurant/ Cafe

16. Tennis shop

2. Common Kitchen/Cooking courses

17. Common changing rooms

3. Food bank/ Agro production

18. Gymnastic hall

4. Co-working

19. Cafe/ Cheese shop

5. Alotmentgardens Storage

20. Cheese production

6. Co-working

21. Senior day sentre

7. Bike workshop

22. Auditorium/ Cinema

8. Mini recycling station

23. Library/ Community & Youth centre

9. Workshop

24. Bakery shop

10. Digital fabrication

25. Bike garage

11. Garage entrance

26. Bakery

12. Brewery

27. Local food shop

13. Tennis courts

28. Car lifts/ P Entrance

14. Gymnastic hall

29. Housing

15. Clubroom/ Cantine

30 Commercial workshop

N
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1.

SECTIONS
The following sections show how the proposal consists of various
building heights to create a diverse geometrical skyline. The diversity
is further visible in the functions that are placed under the ground.
One can therefore see how the buildings are used to bridge the levels

2.

between different parts of the site, and how the building act as a fictive
landscape that covers the base. The various programs are mapped out
for each individual section.

A

A

3.

A

1. Entrence sportshouse

6. Cafe

2. Wardrobe to sports

7. Stairs to Dronning Margretes vei

3. Gymnastic

8. Hovinparken

N

4. Parkourpark
5. 3D-printer Workshop

4.
5.

A

A

6.
7.

FINAL PROPOSAL
- GOU ND FLO OR PLAN
- SE C T IONS
- R E NDE R S

8

8.
4

5
7

1
2

80

3

6

B
1. Car & electric bikepool

B

2. Common rooftops
3. Bakery
4. Dronning Margretes vei
5. Neighbourhood courtyard
6. Common housing facilities
7. Tennis
8. Gymnastic

B

9. Wardrobe to sports

N

10. "Green ring"
11. Sauna
12. Kindergarden

B

B

2

2

6

10
5

5

3
4

1

12
11

7

8

8
9
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1.

SECTIONS

C
1. Teglverket skole
2. Hovinbekken

2.

3. Urban farming
4. Restaurant/ Cafe
5. Open Kitchen
6. Night Club/ Music room

16. Co-working

29. Dronning Margretes vei

17. Workshops

30. Bakery shop

18.Outdoor workshop space

31 Local food shop

19. Mini recycling station

32. Car & electric bikepool

22. Bryggselv

9. Insect Hotel

23. Car lifts/ P Entrance

10. Food bank/ Agro production

24. Quietroom

11. Trademarket

25. Industrial green production

12. Neighbourhood courtyard

26. Kiss n ride

13. Housing

5.

28. Stairs to Dronning Margretes vei

21. Brewery

8. Bydelen

4.

27. Unorganized outdoor sportsactivities

15. Flexible Space

20. Skatepark

7. Meeting room

3.

14. Common housing facilities

C

6.
7.

FINAL PROPOSAL
- GOU ND FLO OR PLAN
- SE C T IONS
- R E NDE R S

9

8.

8
7
6
4
1
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2

3

5

1

C

N

C

C

25

24

14

14
14

13

14
13

13
12

12

1011

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

28
26

27
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30
29

31
32

1.

SECTIONS

D
1. Bilia, existing building
2. Metro

2.

15. Urban farming
16. "Green ring"

3. Hovinbekken
4. Restaurant/ Cafe
5. Open kitchen

17. Bookmarket
18. Library/Senior & Youth centre
19. Small Cinema/ Scene

6. Night Club

20. Kindergarden

7. Music room

3.

14. Stairs to Dronning Margretes vei

21. Opne kindergarden

8. "Festmagasinet"

22. Playground

9. Meeting room

23. Path

10. Bydelen

24. Hovinparken

11. Insect Hotel
12. Square
13. Neighbourhood courtyard

4.
5.

D

6.
7.

FINAL PROPOSAL
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8.

11
10
1

8
6
4
2
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3

9

71

51

D

N

D

D

24

713

512

20
14

15

16

17

18

21

22

23

19
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1.

V I S UA L I Z AT I O N
The adjacent render shows the central axis looking east from outside
the culture station towards the connection leading up to the Valle
Hovin Park. The axis contains a variety of programs and activities.
The public allotment gardens sit next to the outdoor serving area in

2.

front of the culture station and food bank, with the possibility of a
direct connection from production to plate regarding food and edible
landscape. Opposite on the South side of the axis we find the Culture
House with the library, senior centre, youth centre and kindergarten
at the top. These foremost public programs on each side of the axis is

3.

placed at the widest section as well as closest to Tegleverksdammen to
ensure an attractive placement as well as acting like a gateway to the
project.
In the middle, surface water is filtered and stored before being released
into Tegleverksdammen and Hovinbekken. This ensures a qualitative

4.

element as well as providing safe, clean and resilient rainwater solutions.
The landscape in this axis is a mix of hard surfaces and natural vegetated
surfaces. Further, they are a mix of programmed vs. flexible spaces.
Certain zones, like the playground and allotment gardens, have specific
functions the project find important to the site. Other zones does not

5.

have a program, but are in this way very flexible for a broad range of
activity. They are usually open and flat surfaces, either vegetated or
with hard surfacing, but can accommodate festivals, parties, low key
sport programs, leisure or other forms of suitable activities. This ethos
follows the overall concept of co-use and common facilities, both
inside and outside.

6.

Lastly, at the back we see how the entrance to the tennis and gymnastic
halls work as a foundation for other buildings and programs a top of
the halls. This allows for a landscape with activities that bridge the

7.

many level differences. The start of the ramp connecting the main axis

FINAL PROPOSAL

to the higher level and Valle Hovin is seen starting from outside the

- GOU ND FLO OR PLAN

towards the park. This connection is in reality a landform building, but

- SE C T IONS

is perceived as a natural landscape that is gentler than the existing step

- R E NDE R S

terrain at this location today.

senior centre crossing in between the sport halls and added buildings

8.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
" For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them.”

Aristotle

88

7.
REFLECTIONS
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1.

REFLECTIONS
The project has been both challenging and interesting at the same time.
The plot has many unique qualities, but at the same time several parts
that are demanding and are in need of careful planning. The plot is in
many ways quite big. The study therefore find that further studies must

2.

prioritize to create many new connections and crossings. It is simply
not enough to point at one or two main axis, the plot and surrounding
context deserve a web of connections, especially considering it is
enclosed by barriers.

3.

The project further question the earlier proposed large base covering
the majority of the lower site. This base seems oversized, which may be
reflected in the high density figure suggested in the "Planprogram med
VPOR for Hasle og Valle Hovin". We find this base hard to program
given that the majority of public access is oriented to the north with
very little sunlight. The base becomes increasingly deep, and does not

4.

fully utilize the potential of hiding the sports halls well in the steep
terrain south of the site. Economically we are also not sure whether
this solution is viable, as an even larger base must be constructed than
of that in our alternative B. Effectively, the entire west end of the plot
would become one massive built unit, and division of responsibility

5.

and for example fire regulations can become tricky. From a developers
point of view this is not desirable as the base has grown into a rather
inflexible and a very costly foundation for functions on top.
However, we do support the diverse and very public program at the
site. The site has the potential to be a local hub of activities that can

6.

feed into the local community given it`s very strategical location. Even
though funding remains unsure, we reflect whether the municipality
is in a particularly good position to use this plot as an incubator for
public activity. This questions whether it is more logical to spend more
at this specific site, rather than spreading public investments elsewhere

7.

in the area.
The project has further done extensive research into finding a good
mix of programs. However, we have realized that it is increasingly
difficult to design architecture that fulfil all the user needs 100% with so

8.
7.

REFLECTIONS

much co-use. It has also been a challenge to determine exact patterns
of activities and savings, especially for a project at this stage. However,
we do believe that the project showcases many innovative features that
can act as a guiding tool for the continuation of discussing the future
of Hovinbyen, Hasle and the site.
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